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LIBYA ‘Arguably the deepest division is one that centres not around philosophies

Commonwealth’s
heads nodding off
B Y D A N I E L F L I T TO N P O L I T I C A L C O R R E S P O N D E N T
IN THE usually silk-tongued world of
diplomacy, the words seared far more
than soothed. ‘‘This meeting,’’ the
report read, ‘‘is, by any measure, the
most useless international institution
to which any senior Australian political
leader must commit time and energy.’’
Here was an indictment of the Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting, written by veteran Australian
diplomat Allan Gyngell — then private citizen — who had the lamentable honour
to be stuck at three such summits where
the vestiges of British empire spill into the
modern age.
This was not only the view of a frustrated official, bored by the tedium of endless dialogue and lengthy communiques.
A public opinion poll in 2009 found Australians were mostly ambivalent about the
Commonwealth and would barely bat an
eyelid should Canberra decide to pull out.
Once it was considered a crucial
forum, constantly in the headlines and
key to resolving the difficult problems
faced by newly independent countries.
Malcolm Fraser used to regularly boast as
prime minister about the importance of
Commonwealth connections in the
campaign to see then Rhodesia throw off
the shackles of white minority rule.
But after years of seeming impotence
against even the most wicked and antidemocratic members of its own family —
Zimbabwe, Fiji and Pakistan — many people say the Commonwealth has lost its
way. As a political forum, it seems to mirror the sporting games carried out in its
name — one-sided, corrupt and,
ultimately, a shambles.
Yet despite doubts over the relevance
of the organisation, the Gillard government has spent almost $60 million to host
the leaders’ meeting in Perth next week,
bringing the Queen and around 50 heads
of state to Australia’s resources boom
town, along with an entourage of at least
3000 officials, business representatives
and media. A squadron of eight F/A-18
Hornets will patrol the skies as part of the
security for what will be the largest international gathering of world leaders in
Australia in more than a decade — a
chance for Prime Minister Julia Gillard to
redeem her self-professed lack of
‘‘passion’’ when dealing with the outside
world.
But is it worth it?
‘‘Ever since the Commonwealth was
born out of the London declaration in
1949, people have been asking what is it
for,’’ says Daisy Cooper, director of the
Commonwealth Advisory Bureau, an
independent research centre based at the
University of London. ‘‘To some extent the
Commonwealth is a bit of an an accident.
It wasn’t designed like the United Nations
. . . it grew out of the empire.’’
These days, it is more than the old
imperial sprawl. The 54 members of the
Commonwealth represent some 2.4 billion people around the globe. Rwanda,
never a British colony, is a member, as is
Mozambique. Other countries are
knocking on the door, seeing a benefit
in joining the club.
The advantage, Cooper says, lies in its
make-up, a mix of countries large and
small, from the rich North — as developed
countries are known — and the impoverished South. The tiny south Pacific island
nation of Tuvalu is a member, allowing it
access to the giants of the age, such as
India and Nigeria.
Lawyer John Denton describes the
Commonwealth as a bridge between the
growing economies of Asia and Africa.
Denton, the chief of Corrs Westgarth
Chambers — who recently became an
adviser to the federal advisory panel drafting the government’s white paper on ‘‘Australia in the Asian century’’ — will run a
business forum of some 1200 delegates
next week to coincide with the leaders’
meeting. Mining giant Rio Tinto and oil
company BP are heavily involved. Denton
says the last forum at Trinidad and
Tobago in 2009 saw $1 billion worth of
investment projects discussed.
‘‘The Commonwealth is a useful
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umbrella under which discussions can
take place,’’ Denton says. The business
community sees a chance to broaden the
role of the organisation and take
advantage of the brand — still regarded
positively, especially in Africa, because of
its role in tackling apartheid.
The Commonwealth is also a consensus body, meaning its members
cannot be compelled to act, but form a
collective position. For countries often
sensitive about their relatively new-found
sovereignty, that reduces its threat. The
Commonwealth countries took a
common position on responding to
climate change to the 2009 Copenhagen
summit, for instance.
But there is a downside to consensus;
any one recalcitrant country can stymie
the rest. One wit describes it as having the
engine of a lawn mower but the brakes of
a juggernaut. The result is often depressing. ‘‘I think that the Commonwealth’s
track record in upholding the human
rights standards of its members is
waning,’’ admits Cooper, pointing at the
experience of Zimbabwe — now kicked
out after protracted attempts to solve its
leadership crisis — and Fiji, currently
suspended because of the 2006 coup.
The difficulty of generating consensus
is also likely to burst into the headlines in
Perth as Sri Lanka stubbornly resists
efforts to bolster the Commonwealth’s
role in upholding human rights. Colombo,
due to host the next Commonwealth leaders’ meeting in 2013, has already been
stung by international condemnation of
the tactics used to crush the long-running
separatist conflict in Sri Lanka. Activists in
Australia have pushed to strip Colombo of
the hosting rights, and protests are expected.

‘

One wit describes it as having
the engine of a lawn mower but
the brakes of a juggernaut.

’

The atmosphere around the Commonwealth secretariat in London over recent
weeks — as Sri Lanka’s representative has
sought to block reform proposals — is
described as ‘‘poisonous’’. An eminent
persons group, including former Australian High Court judge Michael Kirby,
delivered a report to be discussed in Perth
that calls for the Commonwealth to
strengthen its support for democracy.
‘‘Why wouldn’t we try to give it a
people base,’’ Kirby said recently, ‘‘so that
it’s not just old gents gathering every two
years in a CHOGM meeting, but that it’s
something that increasingly involves the
citizens of the Commonwealth?’’
But Sri Lanka and other countries see
this as a threat, giving the Commonwealth
the power to meddle in the internal affairs
of its members. Talk of values — whether
rule of law or social and economic equality — is fine up to the point it becomes a
basis for casting judgment and initiating
sanctions.
But if the Commonwealth cannot
demonstrate relevance in the modern era,
is it worth the drain on a busy prime minister or president’s time? Danny
Sriskandarajah, in his role as head of the
the Royal Society in London, ran a project
called ‘‘Commonwealth conversations’’,
looking at the future of the body. He
agrees leaders are spoilt for choice
nowadays, as Gillard’s schedule after the
Commonwealth meeting shows, with a
G20 summit in France, an Asia-Pacific
leaders’ meeting in Hawaii, and an east
Asia leadership gathering in Bali.
‘‘The marketplace is very crowded,’’
Sriskandarajah says. ‘‘The Commonwealth has got to show that it adds a clear
value.’’
Otherwise, the judgment of the bored
Australian diplomat might win out. ‘‘An
organisation of legendary lethargy and
waste . . . a fine example of one of the
immutable rules of international organisations, which is that it is a good deal
easier to start them up than to finish them
off. They hardly ever go away.’’
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